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derived from verbs, general, 47, 143
ending with -מ, 147-148
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infinitives as abstract nouns, 145
with the definite article, 132, 387

Acronyms, 155-157
stress in acronyms, 29

Action verbs, 54
Active participle, 143
as adjective, 202-203
as agent noun, 144
in habitual aspect phrases, 298
in object clauses, 343
vowel reduction in active participles, 420

Adjectives, 194
agreement with the head noun, 256
comparative, 257
construct phrase modified by adjectives, 270
distinguishing between adjectives and adverbs, 212
expanded into a relative clause, 345
expanded into an attributive clause, 344
head of a construct phrase, 265
hif’il verbs derived from adjectives, 117
hif’il-related adjectives, 108
hup’al verbs derived from adjectives, 104
huf’al-related adjectives, 121
in nominal sentences, 318
in subjectless sentences, 317
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ordinal numbers as adjectives, 187
passive participles as adjectives, 57
pi’el-related adjectives, 81
preceded by degree adverbs, 215
present participles as adjectives, general, 2
pu’al-related adjectives, 91, 96
superlative, 258
the number one as adjective, 183
with prepositions, 236

Adjectival clauses, general, 349

Adverbs, 209
adverbs and similar prepositional phrases, 244
adverbs as determiners like -כ, 285
adverbs as predicates, 320
adverbs as topics, 368
adverbs that act like conjunctions, 248
adverbs used for time and place deixis, 371
expanded into adverbial clauses, 349
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Adverbs of degree, 209, 214, 257
Adverbs of direction, 214
Adverbs of manner, 213
Adverbs of place, 214
Adverbs of time, 214
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   with prefixed prepositions, 230
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   in hitpa`el, 101
   in huf`al, 122
   in nif`al, 74-75
   in pa`al, 61
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   summary of variations, 411
Binyan
   4, 56
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Borrowed words, 9, 20, 24, 29
Bound construct, 266
C1=n dropped, 48
   in hif`il, 112
   in ha`af al, 122-123
   in ni`af al, 77
   in pa`al, 66
   summary of irregularities, 414
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in pa`al, 70
in pi`el, 86
in pu`al, 93
summary of irregularities, 415

C3=m mute, 48
in hitp`al, 114
in hitp`e`el, 102
in nif`al, 76
in pu`al, 69, 414
in pi`el, 86
in pu`al, 93
summary of irregularities, 415

Cardinal numbers, 177, 182-183, 188

Cataphora, 384
Causative verbs, 89, 115-119
Cause clauses, 353-354
Chain (catenative) verb phrases, 294
Citation form, 34, 47
Closed word classes, 1, 7-9

Coherence, 382-384
Cohesion, 382-384
Comment, 171, 218, 326, 331, 366-369, 426-427
Common nouns, 128, 153
Comparative clauses, 352
Comparative phrases, 257
Complement clauses, 314, 340-341
Complex sentences, 334, 338
Compound nouns, 185, 266-267
Compound sentences, 314, 334, 337-338

Compound verb phrases, 288, 291, 296-297, 359, 361
Compounding, 142-143
Concession clauses, 356
Concrete nouns, 127
Conditional sentences, 314, 357-362
Consequence clauses, 355

Consonants, 16-20
in Mizrahi pronunciation, 31

Construct phrases, 131, 192, 252, 261-275

Coordinate sentences, 334, 337, 426

Coordinating conjunctions, 245-246, 339

Coordinators, 10

Copula, 318-321, 428

Countable nouns, 126

Dagesh hzlak, 25
distinguishing two patterns, 205
for an assimilated ה, 66-67, 71-77, 229
in מִישָׁרָה, 115, 414
marking hitp`e`el, 97
marking pi`el, 81
marking pu`al, 90

Dagesh kal, 25

Days of the week, 177, 190-191

Declarative sentences, 333

Definite article, 15, 125, 128
followed by dagesh hzlak, 25
in construct phrases, 131, 266, 270
in sentences of possession, 327
with abstract nouns, 132
with demonstrative pronouns, 278
with ordinal numbers, 188
with other determiners, 285
with prefixed prepositions, 230

Demonstrative pronouns, 3, 158, 170-171, 277-279

Demonstrative pronouns of close proximity, 278

Demonstrative pronouns of remote proximity, 279

Dependent noun in construct, 129, 264
Desire, 215, 297-300, 305, 311, 342
Determiners, 10, 252, 277, 283-286
Dialectal variations, 16, 31
Direct object, 51, 289
as a relative pronoun, 174
expanded to object clause, 341
in sentences of possession, 327
object of a relative clause, 346
topicalized, 368
Direct speech, 373-374, 387, 389
Discourse
conversation and narrative, 384
discourse and text, 365
Double construct, 262, 272-273
Elliptical sentences, 314, 330-331, 335
Equational sentences, 318-319
et pu, 51, 225
in possessive sentences with
definite subjects, 327
when direct object is topicalized, 368
with pronoun suffixes, 227, 233
Exclamatory sentences, 333
Existential expressions, 166, 323, 325, 328
Existential sentences, 314, 318, 323, 325
Expanded verb phrases, 291, 294
Expectation, 245, 298, 300, 303
Focus, 43, 326, 366, 369
Foreign suffixes, 29, 143
Foreign words, 18-20, 50, 87, 94
Fractions, 177, 188-189, 193
Free counting, 177
Furtive patu, 23, 29, 413
Future tense, 38
future of modal verbs, 306
hif`al, 121
hif`al, 98
hup`al, 121
in conditional sentences, 357
nif`al, 72
p`a`al, 59
pi`el, 83
pu`al, 91
sentences of possession in the
future, 328
Gender, 7, 128, 132, 253
agreement, 14, 254, 256
form and meaning, 132
in adjectives, 194
in construct phrases, 270
in demonstrative pronouns, 277
in existential sentences, 323
in expanded direct objects, 343
in long construct phrases, 274
in numerals, 184, 282
in numerical and quantifier phrases, 282
in relative clauses, 346
in sentences of possession, 325
markings, 134
no agreement in adverbs, 212
of copula, 318
of linking verbs, 322
Genres of text, 382
Gerund
in noun phrases, 287
infinitive as gerund, 46
Guttural
a stem vowel in pa`al, 60
gutturals and hatuf, 22
in hif`il, 111
in hitpa`el, 101
in hup`al, 122
in nif`al, 75
in pa`al, 62
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in *pi`el*, 84
in *pu`al*, 92
no dagesh *hazak*, 26
summary of irregularities, 412

**Habitual aspect phrases**, 288, 298

*Hataf vowels*, 21-23, 58, 62, 75, 84, 92, 101, 122, 141, 195, 201, 204, 206, 229, 246, 419-421, 433

**Head**, 315
agreement with (general), 13
and the copula, 318
in adjective phrases and adjectival predicates, 194, 212
in construct phrases, 261, 263, 265, 270, 272-273
in numeral and quantifier phrases, 282
in numeral phrases, 183
in phrases of possession, 325
of clause modifiers, 286
of expanded verb phrases, 291, 296
of prepositional phrase, 10
of relative clauses, 345

**Hif`il**, 5, 34, 40, 47, 56, 108-119, 202, 308, 433

**Hitpa`el**, 5, 47, 49, 56, 79, 80, 85, 92, 97-107, 202, 308

**Huf`al**, 5, 45, 47, 56, 119-124, 203, 304

**Hypothetical conditional clauses**, 362

**Imperative mood**, 44
in *hiʃ’il*, 109-110
in *hitpa`el*, 98, 101
in *niʃ’al*, 73
in *pa`al*, 60
in *pi`el*, 83

**Imperative sentences**, 316, 333

**Impersonal pronouns**, 176

**Impersonal sentences**, 316

**Inchoative verbs**, 33, 54, 56, 78-80

**Independent subject pronouns**, 158, 160, 165

**Indirect object**
as agents in passive sentences, 78
as heads of relative clauses, 346
as pronouns after prepositions, 158, 175
following verbs with obligatory prepositions, 290
with transitive verb, 52

**Indirect speech**, 365, 373-376

**Infinitive**, 44
after modal verb, 298, 300
as abstract noun, 145
as head of sentence, 320
as topic, 368
in a noun phrase, 287
in catenative verb phrases, 294
in compound verb phrases, general, 291
in expanded verb phrases, 291
in *hiʃ’al*, 110
in *hitpa`el*, 99
in imperative sentence, 333
in impersonal sentences, 317
in *niʃ’al*, 74
in object clauses, 342
in *pa`al*, 61
in *pi`el*, 83
in two-kernel verb phrases, 295
no infinitive in sentences of possession, 329-330

**Infinitive absolute**, 45, 145

**Instrumental nouns**, 140, 144, 147, 149-150, 424

**Integrated sentences**, 314
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as nouns, 145
in hif’il, 109
hi’tpa’el, 97
hi’fal, 121
in habitual aspect phrases, 298
in indirect speech, 374
in modal expression, 310
in modal verbs, 307
in nominal sentences, 320
in sentences of possession, 328
nif’il, 72
pa’al, 58
pi’el, 82
pu’al, 91
suffixes, 164
Past tense, 37, 40
hif’il, 109
hi’tpa’el, 97
hi’fal, 121
in habitual aspect phrases, 298
in indirect speech, 374
in modal expression, 310
in modal verbs, 307
in nominal sentences, 320
in sentences of possession, 328
Possessive pronouns, 26, 131, 154,
169-170, 234, 263, 272, 276
Possession sentences, 314, 318, 323-
330
Possessor noun, 272-273, 275-276
Possibility, 288, 298-302, 309, 311,
385
Predicate, 4, 315
agreement, 14
and definiteness, 255
apposition phrase as predicate, 261
compound verbs – one or two
predicates?, 295
existential expressions as
predicates, 167
in nominal sentences, 318
in simple sentences, 334
prepositional phrase as predicate, 320
the verb phrase as a predicate, 288
prepose predicate whose subject is a
demonstrative pronoun, 171
with linking verbs, 321
without linking verb, 53
Predicate clauses, 341
Prefix pronouns, 158, 164
Preposition, 10, 225
a closed class, 9
associated with nouns, 236
associated with verbs, 236-237
complex prepositions, 231
in context, 239
in dictionary entries, 34
in indirect object relative clauses,
346
in questions, 12
in sentences of possession, 324
in topicalization, 368
of direction -a/-b, 241
of duration, 244
of location -a, 240
of location/position -b, 242
of time -a, 240
one-word prepositions, 231
prefixed to nouns, 229
preposition of possession -b, 239
verbs with obligatory prepositions,
53, 290
with indirect objects, 51
with interrogative pronouns, 173
with pronoun suffixes, 233-235
with reciprocal verbs, 80
㎝  in possessive phrases, 271
Preposition phrase, 10, 228, 281, 288, 315
adverbs or prepositional phrase?, 218, 244, 320
in impersonal sentences, 317
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one verb with several prepositional phrases, 237
Present tense, 35
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pa`al, 56
pi`el, 81
pu`al, 90
suffixes, 36
with modal verbs, 300
without linking verbs, 53
Probability, 302
Pronouns, 158-176
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using ㎝ for general reference, 173
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with ㎝, 251
word order in possessive sentences with pronouns, 326
Proper nouns, 125, 127, 129, 434
Pu`al, 5, 44, 45, 47, 49, 56, 85, 90-96, 203, 204
Purpose clauses, 355
Quantifiers, 10
degree adverb or quantifier?, 209, 216
in construct phrases, 275
in expanded verbs, 293
numerical and quantifier phrases, 283
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Rapid speech, 30, 329
Readiness, 74
Real conditional clauses, 358
Reciprocal verbs, 78, 80, 103, 105, 107
Referent, 13, 170-171, 345, 371, 383
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semantic grouping, 297
two-kernel verb phrases, 295-296
verbs + obligatory prepositional phrases, 290-291

Verbal nouns, 47
abstract verbal nouns associated with verbs, 146
as ‘internal objects’, 289
gerunds and infinitives in noun phrases, 287
hif‘il-related, 110
hitpa‘el-related, 99
infinitives as verbal nouns, 45, 145-146

nif‘al-related, 74
pa‘al-related, 61
pi‘el-related, 83

Verbal sentences, 314-316, 324

Vowels, 21
reduction in verbs caused by stress shift, 74, 82
with or without vowel signs, 23

Waw consecutive, 40-44
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Whoever, 174, 275, 320, 356
Willingness, 74, 300, 304
Wish, 41, 215, 288, 297-300, 305, 309, 311, 342, 387-388